ABSTRACT. We deal with the simultaneous approximation of a set of functions which are given on a smooth d-dimensional surface F in R n such that R n \ F is connected. We approximate these functions by normal derivatives of finite linear combinations of vector functions D^EiAx -2/fc). Here .E are the columns of a fundamental solution E_ of a Douglis-Nirenberg-elliptic differential operator, and the sequence of points (yjOfcLi C R n \ F is dense in K C R n \ F where K is a C 1 -smooth (n -l)-dimensional compact surface.
Introduction
Let L(D) = (Lij(D))ij = i^.^N be a system of differential operators in R n with constant coefficients, which is elliptic in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg with T = (£i,... , £#) and S = (si,.. Let E_ = {Eij)ij = i i , mmi N denote a fundamental solution of L, and let Ej denote a column of E.
Furthermore, let F be a C^-smooth (n -l)-dimensional bounded, and in the sense of local coordinates, open surface in R n such that R n \r is connected. Let Dn denote the derivative with respect to the direction of the normal vector at F.
For a given sequence of points (2/fc)fcLi ^ ^^ \^' we consider finite linear combinations of vector functions of the form k=l j=l \a\<r be such a linear combination. We want to approximate a given system of functions on F by normal derivatives of the components of y^ r at the same time. Let /£ (i = 1,..., iV*; h = 0,..., U + s -1) be the functions which are to be approximated. Here AT* is the maximal integer i such that U + s -1 > 0.
We will see that such approximations are possible under certain conditions. These conditions essentially refer to the location of the points yk. The following assertion is a special case of the approximation theorem which we will prove:
Assume that the sequence (y^^i C R n \ F is dense on a smooth (n -1) -dimensional surface K C R n \r. ^i( x ) = ^2J2 1L, Ck,j,a'D a E j (x-y k ).
k=l j=l \a\<t+Sj-l Note that the surface K may be arbitrarily small. This approximation result has been formulated for simplicity for an (n -l)-dimensional surface F, but it is true in general for d-dimensional surfaces (1 < d < n -1). Furthermore, the functions to be approximated may be chosen from different function spaces on F instead of from C(r).
The results of this paper can be viewed as a generalization of a theorem by Beckert [1] , proved in 1960, to general elliptic systems of differential operators. Beckert dealt with approximation of functions, given on a surface F, by solutions of boundary-value problems, instead of by fundamental solutions. But this is strongly connected with approximation problems we deal with in this paper. Beckert considered boundary-value problems for scalar differential operators of second order. The Beckert result has been developed further by Beyer [2] , Gopfert [8] , Hamann [9, 11] , Wildenhain [18] , and Roitberg and Sheftel [16] ; the latter generalized it for systems. In the papers of Browder [4, 5] , functions, given on a surface F, are approximated by normal derivatives of functions which are solutions of a scalar homogeneous elliptic equation in a fixed neighborhood of F.
In papers written by Schulze and Wildenhain [17] , Kupradze [14] , Beyer [3] , Freeden and Renter [7] , Roitberg and Roitberg [15] , and Hamann [12] , the problem of approximation by linear combinations of fundamental solutions, most of all for scalar differential operators or special systems of differential operators, has been investigated. A part of these results has been transfered to elliptic systems, namely for the case that R n \r is not connected, i.e., that R n is divided into two parts by F. This was done by Hamann [13] for Petrovskij-elliptic systems. Note that the cases for R n \ F connected and R n \ F not connected are fundamentally different. An essential reason for investigating approximation by fundamental solutions in the case of a nonconnected set R n \ F is the applicability of such approximation assertions to the construction of numerical solutions of boundary-value problems with respect to a region Q which is bounded by F. In [7] and [14] , such numerical constructions were carried out for the Lame equations.
In the case of a connected set R n \ F, Gopfert [8] described how the approximation assertions can be interpreted in the linear theory of elasticity (Lame equations). He showed that displacement and stress vectors given on a surface F can be approximated by influences on another surface K. _ In the present paper, we consider the case of a connected set R n \ F for the more general class of Douglis-Nirenberg-elliptic systems. Here the results obtained by Clauss [6] are being improved.
This paper is structured in the following way. In Section 2, we introduce notations and explain assumptions for the approximation result which is given in Section 3. In Section 4, we state necessary lemmata and, finally, we prove the approximation result in Section 5. (2),... ,^n(z) be (n -d) linear independent unit vectors which span the normal plane at z. Assume that the components vik of ^ (z,ik = l,...,7i) are in C 00^) . For a fixed point z 6 Fi, let be the directional derivative of / at the point x € R n with respect to the direction of
Let

Definitions
In the same way, let (r f) (x) ( gN/ )^ for a = (ai,..., a n ). Note that -C>"( x is applied with respect to the variable x. Furthermore, let D5f\r = {(DZ lt) f)(x)\x = z€r}.
For a = a" = (0,..., 0, a^+i,..., a n ), JD" /|r contains only derivatives in normal directions of F. Hence, we may call D" /|r the normal derivative of order a" of / onF.
2.5. The spaces from which we may choose the functions on F we want to approximate are Banach spaces with certain properties. We now formulate two conditions on a Banach space ^(F).
(al) There is an integer ri such that C ri (r) is continuously embedded in ^(F).
(a2) C 00^) = jD(r), the closure being taken in D(T).
These conditions are not very strong. There are a variety of spaces which satisfy these conditions. Some examples are • the space of fc-times continously differentiable functions C /c (r) for all integers fc>o,
• the Sobolev-Slobodeckij-space W P ' S (T) for 0 < 5 < 00, 1 < p < 00, s,p e R, • the dual space (W^r))' of WP> s (r) for 0 < s < 00, 1< p < 00, s,p G R.
The Holder spaces C k > x (T) (k G N; 0 < A < 1) do not satisfy condition (a2).
Approximation result
First, we want to summarize the suppositions. _ 1. Let F be a C^-smooth d-dimensional surface such that R n \ F is connected. By a", we always denote multi-indices of the following form: a" = (0,... ,0,0:^+1,... ,a n ). D% f\r is the normal derivative of order a" of the function / on F. 
For an open set Q C R n and 0 < k < 00, we define
the closure being taken in the norm of C k (Q). The elements of (C 0 ' fe (fi)) are distributions of order k on ft. Obviously, for / e C 0 ' fc (ft) and |a| < A;, wehave D a f\dn = 0. Now let F be a C^-smooth, d-dimensional surface and ft = R n \ F.
..,a n )}.
The proof for (n -l)-dimensional surfaces F can be found in [11] (Lemma 5). Since the (n -1 ^dimensionality has not been used there, this result can be proved for d-dimensional sufaces completely analogously (see also [10] , Lemma 2.18).
If ft C R
n is an open set, we denote by 
Lemma 3. Let fi C R n be a domain and K C Q, a compact set with the following properties:
1
. There exists an open ball B, which is divided by K into two non-empty disjoint open sets.
2. fln-i^ flB) < oo. •., Q^n)); JAere ea;e5^ a function w E CQ (R n ) snc/i ^/ia^ ^a"Hr=fla" for \a"\<k.
From this lemma and the considerations in 4.6, we derive the next lemma. For i with 1 < i < iV, we define Ni to be the maximal integer j such that s^+tj > 0. Hence, we have Si -f tj > 0 for j = 1,..., iV^. 
Proof of the approximation result
Before we begin to prove the approximation result, we define a restriction operator so that we can formulate the result a bit differently. Let AT* be the maximal integer i such that U 4-s -1 > 0. Let ^^1|r) 
nf n A^CT)).
t=i Vi^'i^ti+a-i / We will prove this formulation. The proof consists of 15 steps.
Step 1 
for j = 1,..., AT, |Q;| < t + s^ -1 and k = 1,2,... . Here,
(( i e((^^)(x-2/ fc ))) T ,T(x)>
AT* i=i |^|< ti+s _i
From (3), we will conclude that T = 0. Then Lemma 6 gives the claim.
Step 2. Because of condition (al), there exists an integer ri > 0 such that foralH=: l,...,iV* and /?" = (0,...,0,/3d + i,...,/? n ) such that |/?"| <^ + s-l. Also since every integer greater than ri fulfills this condition, we choose ro = max{ri, -s + 1}, so that ro + 5 -1 > 0 always. Hence,
nf n K'(r))')-nf n (^(n)').
i=l \\j3"\<ti+8-l / t=l Vl^'l^ti+a-l / Since T is an element of n^ifFIi^Kti+s-i (A^'^r))'), we now can consider T as Thus, gT is an element of (C 0 ' ro+T+S -1 (R")) / . Let ^ = («/>i,..., 0iv)
T € (C^°(R n \ r))^ an arbitrary vector function. Then
^T,£'2:> = <CR.£) T , £> = ();
hence, supp iZ'T C F.
Since yk € R n \ F, E^x -yk) is infinitely often differentiable with respect to x in a neighborhood of T. Noting that supp^'Z C T, we get (m^Kjix -2/ fc ))) T 
,T(z)} = ((D^Ejix -yk)) T , (gT)(x)) .
Prom (3), we conclude
for j = 1,..., N, \a\ < t + Sj -1, and k = 1,2,
Step 3. Let p> n. Then the embedding
is continous. Hence
where p' = -^j and
Since L is elliptic in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg with T = (£i,... ,£#) and 5 -(si,..., SN), L* is also elliptic in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg, namely, with T* = (si+t,..
.,Siv + t) = S + tandS* = {h -t,... ,t N -t) = T-t. Hence, -ro-T-s = -ro -t -5* -s.
Therefore
Since gT has compact support, the convolution E* * {gT) exists, and, by Lemma 2, r * (E'X) € w-c ro -£+T *-s ' p, (R n ) = w-c ro+5 -s ' p, (R n ).
Now £*(£* * (fl'T)) = fi'T and suppE'l C T imply L*(E* * CS'T)) = 0 in R n \ F.
Thus, since L* is elliptic, £* * {gT) € ^(R 71 \ T)) N .
Step 4. If we note that E*(x) = {E{-x)) T , i.e., ££(:r) = E i:j {-x), we obtain for the j-th component of E* * (fl'T) (let {gT) 1 -yk) ) T , {gT){x)) = 0 for j = 1,..., JV, |a| < t + Sj -1, and fc = 1,2,... . The last equality follows from (4). For the third equality, i.e., for the expression of the convolution as the application of a functional, we used that Ej^yk -x) is infinitely often differentiable with respect to x in a neighborhood of the support of gT.
Since E* * (R'T) is infinitely often differentiable in a neighborhood of K C R n \ F, and since by assumption the sequence of points (yk) Step 5. We define the restriction operator R rQ _ S j ts by
Hence,
(/ T ,r*(£ , z:)) = o (6)
for all / G C 0 ' ro -5+5 (R n ) such that £ ro -s +s / = 0.
5^ep ^ Now we want to compute (fJ^E* * (R r T)\ for arbitrary vector functions Prom the Closed Range Theorem (see [19] , p. 144), we get that ImJgJ. 0 --s+s -(ker5 ro _ 5+s )-L . Further, from the Open Mapping Theorem and the Closed Range Theorem (see [19] , p. 147), it follows that 
i=l |/3"|<ro-Si+s 5tep 7. Now let u £ C 0 ' ro+r+8 (R n ) be an arbitrary vector function. Then Lu G C 0 ™-s+s (R n ). We set h = Lu in (7) to get
((iM) T ,r * (fi'T)) = E E (<(^)ir, A,^)
«=1 ^"l^ro-Sj+s
and from
E E «(^)ir,A^)
2=1 |/?"|< ro -Si + s ro N |=0i=i z * |/?"|=ro-St+s-Z we conclude ro iV
<(^) T ,T) = EE E (<(^)ir, A^) (8)
for all u e C 0 ' ro+T * fs (R n ). Here if is defined to be the smallest integer i such that ro -Si + s -I >0.
In the following steps, (LuYlr will be represented by D" according to the considerations in Section 4. Here A^ is the maximal integer j such that tj + S; > 0.
Step 8. In the following steps, we will show that \ij» = 0 for I/?") <ro-Si + s and i = 1,..., JV.
We proceed as follows. Instead of (8) for an arbitrary integer r such that 0 < r < TQ and for all u G C 0 ' ro+T+5 (R n ). Then we show that 
Hence we obtain from (9) the new equation The proof of (10) is by induction. To this end, we will introduce an order relation in Step 10 on the set of pairs {(i, /?") | i = 2*,..., AT; |/3"| = ro -s* + s -r}. Equation (9) is now the basis for the following steps.
Step 9. Now assume for an r with 0 < r < ro that Z=r2=ij* |/3"|=ro-Si+s-Z for all u € C 0 ' ro4 -T+s (R n ). In this step, we show that for all u G C 0 ' ro+T+s (R n ) which satisfy 
for u with the property (11), Thus, we showed (12) already for the case r = ro-It remains to investigate the case r < ro-For r < ro, we obtain
EE E «(i-)ir,A^)
lz=ri-i* \p"\=ro-Si+s-l
= E E (<(^)ir,A^)
i=i; |/5//| =ro _ Si+s _ r
+ E E (<(^)ir,A^). (14)
We prove Df '(Lw)^ = 0 for \(3"\ < ro -s* 4-s -r -1 and ^+ 1 < i < N. (14) vanishes. Thus, by (13), equation (12) is also true for r < ro.
By an appropriate choice of D^ u^\r for \l ff \ = TQ -f tj + s -r, we will show inductively that A*,/?" = 0 for IP"] = ro -s* + 5 -r and i = i*,..., JV. 5^e]? 10. For this proof by induction, we introduce the following (lexicographical) order relation on the set of all multi-indices: for a ^ (3 (a = (ai,. .., a n ), /? = (/?i,..., /3 n )), let a < /? if 1. ai < fa or 2. oifc+i < 0k+i and a/ = /?/ for Z = 1,..., fc for some k < n.
Furthermore, we introduce an order relation on the set of pairs (i, /?") with i* < i < N and I/?"! = ro -s* + s -r. We set For an arbitrary function # G C r (r), let u 6 Co 0+T " fs (R Tl ) be a vector function that satisfies the following properties: 
For vector functions u with the properties (16) and (17), we will show that
To this end, we investigate three cases. Step 12. For the proof by induction, we now may assume that Ai,,^ =0forZ = l,...,/c-l
for some k with 2 < k < ki. We will conclude that A;. «// = 0. Then we will have proved Xi^p" = 0 for all / = 1,..., ki. 
3. u j = 0 for Ni.KjKNi., if N^ < N K .
(If A^, < jV, the u J can be arbitrary for iVj. < j < JV.)
The existence of such a vector function follows from Lemma 5 with io -ik and 
Prom (23) Step 13. We will now prove (27). We consider four cases. Let i* < i < N and let u£ CJ 0+T+a (R n ) be a vector function with the properties (22), (23), and (24). The vP for j > Ni* can be arbitrary-they are not considered by (LuY for i>i*. for all /, hence T = 0.
